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Abstrak
Penggunaan gadget secara terus menerus dapat memberikan dampak buruk bagi siswa. Hal tersebut berdampak pada pola
perilaku dan aktivitas belajar siswa. Diperlukannya media penyeimbang dalam pembelajaran daring yaitu media yang
bersifat konkret. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menciptakan media fun thinkers berbasis soal calistung yang dapat
meningkatkan minat belajar siswa dan menyeimbangkan pembelajaran daring. Jenis penelitian ini yaitu penelitian
pengembanga dengan menggunakan prosedur ADDIE. Subjek uji coba pada penelitian ini yaitu 2 orang ahli materi soal, 2
orang ahli media pembelajaran, 2 orang praktisi dan 7 orang siswa. Metode yang digunakan untuk mengumpulkan data
pada penelitian ini adalah metode kuesioner. Instrumen pengumpulan data yang digunakan pada penelitian ini adalah
rating scale. Teknik analisis data yang digunakan pada penelitian ini yaitu analisis data deskriptif kualitatif dan kuantitatif.
Hasil penelitian yaitu hasil penilaian yang diberikan oleh ahli materi pelajaran memberikan penilaian 4,63 (sangat baik),
ahli media pelajaran memberikan penilaian 4,82 (sangat baik), penilaian yang diberikan oleh ahli respon praktisi yaitu 4,85
(sangat baik) dan hasil uji respon siswa media yaitu 4,95 (sangat baik), hasil tersebut menunjukakan media fun thinkers
berbasis soal calistung layak digunakan. Media fun thinkers berbasis soal calistung dapat digunakan dalam proses
pembelajaran. Implikasi penilaian yaitu media pembelajaran ini dapat digunakan oleh guru dan dalam proses
pembelajaran.
Kata kunci: Media Fun Thinkers, Calistung

Abstract
Continuous use of gadgets can hurt students. This has an impact on behaviour patterns and student learning activities. The
need for balancing media in online learning is media that is concrete. This type of research is development research using
the ADDIE procedure. The test subjects in this study were 2 subject matter experts, 2 learning media experts, 2 practitioners
and 7 students. The method used to collect data in this study is the questionnaire. The data collection instrument used in this
study was a rating scale. The data analysis technique used in this research is descriptive qualitative and quantitative data
analysis. The results of the study are the results of the assessment given by subject matter experts assessing 4.63 (very
good), learning media experts giving an assessment of 4.82 (very good), the assessment given by practitioner response
experts is 4.85 (very good), and the results of the media student response test were 4.95 (very good). So media fun thinkers
based on calistung questions can be used in the learning process. The assessment implies that this learning media can be
used by teachers and in the learning process.
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Introduction
Indonesia is currently being shocked by the disease outbreak caused by the coronavirus
that can cause death (Dewi, 2020; Wahyono, Husamah, & Budi, 2020).This has caused the
government to anticipate the spread of COVID-19 by issuing social restrictions, working and
studying from home (Alavudeen et al., 2021; Ayuni et al., 2021). This pandemic has an
impact on all aspects of life, especially in the field of education. Currently, learning must be
conducted online (Abidah, et al, 2020; Atmojo & Nugroho, 2020). In online learning, of
course, paying attention to provisions such as learning activities must create meaningful
learning, not burden students, pay attention to conditions, consider learning facilities at home,
and provide feedback to students (Atmojo & Nugroho, 2020; Baber, 2021). The condition of
online learning requires students to be able to learn independently. Online learning is very
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different from face-to-face learning in schools. Online learning emphasizes the readiness and
accuracy of students in processing and receiving learning presented online by the teacher
(Aji, 2020; Wardani et al., 2020). This causes students to have readiness in the online
learning process, especially for elementary school children. Parental supervision and support
are needed, which will make it easier for students to receive information when learning
online (Ariebowo, 2021; Dewi, 2020; Wulandari & Purwanta, 2021).
Today's problem is that some children use the facilities provided by their parents, such
as cellphones, not to study, which will hurt children's behaviour patterns (Hendriawan &
Septian, 2019; Pebriana, 2017). Children will depend and become a necessity to use gadgets
as a routine activity that must be done in everyday life (Ompi et al., 2020). Almost every
child can use gadgets, especially when online learning is done online. It is better if the use of
gadgets must be accompanied and supervised by parents so that the adverse effects of using
gadgets can be minimized (Lilawati, 2020; Yulianingsih et al, 2020).
One of the things that cannot be denied as a result of the use of gadgets in children
causes children to prefer playing with gadgets, lack of good interaction with friends and
parents, reduced psychomotor abilities, difficulty in socializing, lack of interest in learning
from children and difficulty adapting to the subject matter. (Kharisma Bismi Alrasheed &
Aprianti, 2011; Widiyono, 2020). Teachers must innovate to create a fun learning for
students so that students do not get bored and attract students' attention so that they are not
addicted to gadgets. In addition, teachers also need engaging learning media and can
stimulate students' interest in learning. Based on the observations made at SD Cluster V,
Buleleng District, it can be obtained when the online learning process is that the teacher only
gives assignments to students. In addition, the lack of learning media that helps students learn
independently also impacts students' common understanding.
The solution to overcome these problems is to develop innovative learning media that
can improve students' understanding. Based on the results of distributing questionnaires to
grade 1 teacher. 90% of teachers strongly agree to use learning media in teaching. 86% of
teachers strongly agree with teaching teachers to use various learning media. 93% of teachers
strongly agree that when using learning media, students are more enthusiastic about learning
93 % strongly agree that the learning media is designed with learning while playing
techniques to support thematic learning.
Learning media is a tool that can help students in learning (Afifah, 2019; Putra,
Handarini, & Ramli, 2019; Wiastuti, Suadnyana, & Kristiantari, 2014). Concrete learning
media will greatly support learning at home because it makes learning fun, meaningful, and
avoids excessive gadgets and attracts students' learning attention (Indriyani et al., 2019;
Purwanti, 2015). Concrete media are original media that can assist teachers in conveying
information to school children. This learning media can be used in the learning process that
will generate new interest, motivation, and have an impact on students' psychology (Hadiyati
& Wijayanti, 2017; Khairunnisa & Ilmi, 2020).
One of the media that teachers can use during the Covid-19 pandemic is media fun
thinkers. Fun thinkers learning media is designed in match frames accompanied by blocks
with numbers and colours behind the blocks. This media is also equipped with a book, and
there is an unlucky sheet and the answer: Left and right sides for answer sheets. The question
sheets and answers are given related to thematic learning. The characteristics of this media
contain level 10 material containing English and mathematics questions, but what is
developed in this research is a calistung-based question suitable for elementary school
students to make it easier for students to learn essential learning such as reading, writing, and
arithmetic. The pillar of thematic learning is calistung which is believed to improve and grow
students' systematic and logical thinking skills (Mulyadin, 2016; Ruiyat et al., 2019; Safitri et
al., 2018). The findings of previous research stated that concrete media could make it easier
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for students to understand learning materials (Arianti et al., 2019a; Sutama et al., 2017).
Other research findings also state that concrete media can increase student enthusiasm and
learning outcomes (Arianti et al., 2019a; Hadiyati & Wijayanti, 2017).There is no study on
media fun thinkers based on calistung questions because, in general, the media contains
exercises in mathematics and English.
Media fun thinkers based on calistung questions were developed based on the material
from the teacher's and grade 1 students' books on the theme of 7 objects, animals, and plants
around me. This media consists of books and props in the form of match frames accompanied
by small blocks measuring 4 x 4 cm. This media consists of front and back covers,
instructions for use, table of contents, basic competencies and indicators, media content
section which contains practice questions. The paper used in this fun thinkers media is A3
size paper and is divided into two, namely A4 on the left side of the sheet in the form of
questions and the right side of the answer sheet. The advantages of this fun thinkers media
were developed differently from the fun thinkers media as in general with the characteristics
of the questions containing calistung-based question material so that it makes it easier for
students to study theme books, hone calistung skills, make learning more meaningful, arouse
student interest in learning because students are given direct learning. The purpose of this
research is to create media for fun thinkers based on calistung questions that can improve
basic learning skills (reading, writing and arithmetic). It is hoped that this learning media can
help students in learning so that they can improve students' understanding and calistung
abilities.
Methods
This type of research is development research. The procedure used in this study is the
ADDIE model, which includes the stages of analysis, design, development, implementation,
and evaluation (Rosmiati, 2019). The research development design is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research design with ADDIE Model (Suryadi et al., 2020)
The test subjects in this study were 2 subject matter experts, 2 learning media experts, 2
practitioners and 7 students. The methods used to collect data in this study were observation
and questionnaires. The observation method is done to collect data about the problems that
are happening at school. The questionnaire method was used to collect data from the
assessment results given by experts regarding the developed media. The data collection
instrument used in this study was a rating scale. This instrument is used to obtain quantitative
data (numbers/scores), which can then be described qualitatively. The instrument grid is
presented in table 1, table 2, table 3 and table 4.
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Table 1. Grid of Expert Validation Sheets for Media Questions Fun Thinkers
No
1

Aspect
Language Usage
Contents

2

3

Presentation
questions

Indicator
Quality of language preparation
Quality of sentence usage
The relevance of the question material to basic competencies
The relevance of the question material to the indicators
The relevance of the question material to the level of student
development
The relevance of the question material to the charge of
calistung
of Question display
Truth about
(Ma’ratusholihah et al., 2019)

Table 2. Media Fun Thinkers Media Expert Validation Instrument Grid
No
1
2
3

Aspect

Indicator

Media Design

Language Usage
Ease of Use

cover design
Presentation of the displayed image
Displayed text presentation
Display color presentation
Quality of language use
Ease of use of media
(Mapicayanti et al., 2018)

Table 3. Practitioner Response Instrumental Grid to Media Fun Thinkers
No
1
2
3
4
5

Aspect
Appearance
Language
Contents
Media survival
Ease of Use of Media

Indicator
Media display quality
Quality of language use
Media content quality
Media survival
Ease of use of media
(Suastika & Amaylyla, 2019)

Table 4. Grid of Student Response Instruments to Media Fun Thinkers
No
1
2
3

Aspect
Appearance
Language
Contents

4

Ease of Use of Media

Indicator
The attractiveness of the media display
Ease of use of language
The quality of the content of the question
material
Ease of use of media
(Baiduri et al., 2019)

Content validity is used to determine the level of validity of the media instrument grid
that is compiled. This validity test was carried out using the Gregory formula. This reliability
test is implemented by assessing two experts (judges) by the field-tested. The formula that
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can be used for reliability testing is the percentage of agreement. The data analysis technique
used in this research is descriptive qualitative and quantitative data analysis. The descriptive
qualitative analysis comes from the results of reviews from experts in the form of criticism,
feedback, and suggestions on the developed learning media. Quantitative descriptive analysis
was used to analyze product trials' assessment (score) using the mean and percentage of
agreement formulas.
Results and Discussion
Results
This research was conducted using the ADDIE model, a development research model
consisting of several stages that can be used to design and develop a training program
effectively and efficiently. The first stage is analysis. This research was conducted with four
analysis steps, namely curriculum analysis, student characteristics, needs and media. Based
on the results of the needs analysis, there is a need for a learning media that supports thematic
learning to support the learning process in the classroom and at home. The results of the
curriculum analysis are compiling indicators of achievement of essential competencies,
materials and learning objectives to be achieved. The curriculum analysis carried out can be
used as a guide in developing media for fun thinkers based on calistung questions. The
analysis of student characteristics shows that children at the age of 7-11 years or elementary
school-age experience a concrete operational stage I, which requires learning with things that
are concrete, natural and can be observed directly by students. Based on the media analysis
results, good criteria can be seen from the media's effectiveness, efficiency, and
communicativeness.
The second stage designs. At this stage, it is done by compiling media instruments and
a design for developing media for fun thinkers based on calistung questions. In addition, at
this stage, the Researcher designed a media for fun thinkers based on calistung questions,
which was developed with material guidelines for teachers' and grade 1 students' books on
the theme of 7 objects, animals and plants. Media fun thinkers based on calistung questions
are intended for grade 1 elementary school students. The software used to design this media
is the Corel Draw X7 application for designing layouts and Photoshop for editing images.
The design of this media starts from designing the front and back covers for the media fun
thinkers, compiling questions based on essential competencies, materials, indicators, and
objectives to be achieved in the content of the media fun thinkers book and designing the
content display design for the media fun thinkers. The paper used in designing this fun
thinkers media is A3 size paper divided into two, namely A4 on the left side in the form of
questions and the right side with answers. Media is presented in hardcopy and complete with
props. The results of the media design are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Media Fun Thinkers . Design
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The third stage is development. The implementation of the development stage is carried
out by developing the actual product by the results of the analysis and design. This fun
thinkers media cover is designed with a green background with pictures that match the grade
1 students' books on the theme of 7 objects, animals and plants. The font size used adjusts to
the size of the cover so that it looks easy to read. The results of the products developed are
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Results of the Development of Media Fun Thinkers
After the Fun Thinkers media based on calistung questions was developed, an
assessment of the product was carried out by experts and practitioners and students to
determine the validity of the developed media. In addition, this assessment is carried out to
obtain comments in the form of suggestions and criticisms to improve the developed media
so that the media becomes a suitable medium for the learning process. Based on the
assessment results given by the subject matter experts, the developed media got a value of
4.63, so that it got an excellent category. The assessment results given by instructional media
experts, the media developed got a value of 4.82, so it got an excellent category. The
assessment results given by the practitioner's response, the developed media got a value of
4.85, so it got an excellent category. The assessment results given by the student response test
of the developed media got a value of 4.95, which got an excellent category. The suggestions
given by the experts to improve the product of media fun thinkers based on calistung
questions that have been developed are; give space between letter distinctions with spaces
and without spaces, and provide examples of images that are easily recognizable by students.
Based on the results of data analysis, it can be concluded that the product of media fun
thinkers based on calistung questions gets an excellent category so that it is feasible to be
applied in the learning process. The developed media is developed by the needs analysis that
has been carried out. Based on the needs analysis conducted to determine the needs of
teachers and students in the learning process, questionnaires were distributed to grade 1
teacher at SD Gugus V, Buleleng District regarding media development. The results showed
that teachers strongly agreed to develop media fun thinkers based on calistung questions that
would be used. Can support the thematic learning process and learning that is done at home
and in the classroom. Therefore, media fun thinkers based on calistung questions were
developed to help teachers and students in the learning process. This media will also make it
easier for students to understand the learning material to impact student learning outcomes.
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Discussion
Fun Thinkers Learning Media based on calistung questions is feasible to be applied in
the learning process due to several factors, namely as follows. First, fun thinkers learning
media based on calistung questions can be applied in the learning process because it can
stimulate students' willingness to learn. Media Fun Thinkers based on calistung questions
developed to attract students' interest and attention. It is due to the excellent display quality of
the media. Attractive media displays can increase students' enthusiasm for learning (Hosen et
al., 2021; Prasasti et al., 2019). In addition, this media also uses good quality language to
make it easier for students to learn. Good language quality will make students more
stimulated and increase student interest in learning (Herawati & Muhtadi, 2018; Lee &
Osman, 2012; Neppala et al., 2018; Sidiq & Najuah, 2020).
The ease of using this media can also increase students' enthusiasm for learning. This
learning media is designed in a matching frame accompanied by blocks containing colours
and numbers behind the blocks to increase student interest in learning. Media Fun Thinkers
has fun elements in games so that students do not get bored in learning. Learning while
playing will make students feel happy and motivated to learn (Nurani & Mayangasri, 2017;
Puspitasari & Murda, 2018; Utomo et al., 2018). Media fun thinkers are equipped with a
book that already contains direct instructions, making it easier for students to use it. This
learning media can also emphasize the active involvement of students in the learning process
so that they can train children and find their knowledge. Development of creativity and
innovation to create media for fun thinkers based on calistung questions in grade 1 SD with a
theme of 7 objects. Animals and plants will facilitate essential learning (reading, writing and
arithmetic) in thematic learning and balancing online or distance learning so that students do
not only rely on Information Technology media through gadget support tools and make
learning at home more fun.
Second, fun thinkers learning media based on calistung questions is feasible in the
learning process because it makes it easier for students to understand the subject matter.
Media fun thinkers are media that are real and concrete. Concrete learning media will make it
easier for students to understand the material presented in the media (Arianti et al., 2019b;
Carlucy et al., 2018). Concrete learning media can also help teachers explain learning
materials (Arianti et al., 2019b; Sutama et al., 2017). It is by Piaget's theory, which states that
children aged 7-11 years or elementary school-age experience a concrete operational stage I
which requires learning through experience with things that are concrete, natural and can be
observed directly by students (Carlucy et al., 2018; Prabaningrum & Putra, 2019). Media fun
thinkers based on calistung questions can make it easier for students to learn essential
learning, namely reading, writing, and arithmetic which is believed to improve students'
logical and thematic thinking skills, improve students' skills in reflecting their thoughts and
ideas. Students who can read, write and count well will tend to understand better and be able
to follow the lesson well.
The findings of previous research stated that learning media could improve students'
understanding of the subject matter (Fatmawati & Harmanto, 2019; Linda et al., 2018;
Primasari, 2014). Other research findings also state that the use of learning media can
improve student learning outcomes (Dewi, Kristiantari, & Ganing, 2019; Hanifah &
Budiman, 2019; Putra & Sujana, 2020). The advantages of this fun thinkers media developed
are different from the fun thinkers media as in general, with the characteristics of the
questions containing English and math problem material. Because the fun thinkers media
developed is based on calistung questions for elementary school students in grade 1 on the
theme of 7 objects, animals and plants. This research contributes to increasing students'
enthusiasm for learning. The limitation of this study is that this study was only conducted in
small group trials due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Future research is expected to be able to
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continue this research through experiments with more students. This research implies that
teachers and students can use media fun thinkers based on calistung questions for elementary
school students in grade 1 on the theme of 7 objects in the learning process. This media will
help teachers deliver material, help students learn and hone essential reading, writing, and
arithmetic skills, while also making it easier for students to understand the material by
learning while playing.
Conclusion
The media fun thinkers based on calistung questions developed an excellent category
so that they could and deserve to be used in the learning process. It is recommended that
teachers use media fun thinkers based on calistung questions because it can help students
learn and hone essential skills.
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